
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a director, reporting. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for director, reporting

Cash flow and exchange rate fluctuations analysis, international
accounting/reconciliation of Intercompany accounts, comparison of budget
and forecast against actual (including impact of exchange rates)
Draft annual and quarterly press releases
Provide analysis of monthly financial statement variances, goodwill and
intangibles
Ensure compliance to Sarbanes-Oxley (Section 404)
Develop and integrate management benchmarks and prepare all public
filings, including Edgar filing and Proxy statement
Responsible for Corporate ledger, including budget and forecasting and
special projects
Candidate will be responsible for managing General Ledger, Reporting,
Financial Planning and Analysis and activities including complex income
statement and balance sheet accounting maintenance, reconciliation and
analysis
Interpret and guide implementation of SEC reporting requirements
Interface on an ongoing basis with external auditors, management and
subsidiary finance organizations
Support the preparation of financial data and information to be presented or
discussed with the board of directors, financial analysts and investors

Qualifications for director, reporting
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Ability to effectively manage workload by prioritizing ad-hoc requests,
development efforts and analysis
Ability to communicate complex models in a clear and concise way that will
allow for good objective input from our customers, business partners and
senior leadership
Demonstrates strong verbal and written/documentation skills with the ability
to communicate with and adapt to diverse individuals at all levels
(Management or Peers)
Utilizes advanced problem solving skills for more difficult issues by
consistently asking the right questions
Searches for improved efficiency in approaching daily tasks
Demonstrates effective time management skills, ability to shift priorities when
circumstances change


